
Putting the Customer First® - The National Standard for customer service is an excellent developmental tool
which promotes all levels of on-going customer service improvement. Chief Executive, Ted Stone, gives you

his 7 Top Tips for creating outstanding customer service:

Identify your Core Customer Groups and their individual needs and expectations Although the
foundation of your service delivery method should be consistent, exceptional service is based on
understanding how to personalise the process for core groups giving them a service that feels bespoke to
them. 

1.

Understand the Customer Journey within your organisation Most organisations have a Customer
Journey map which looks distinctly like the London Tube Map. This isn’t the Customer Journey – it is a map
of your internal processes. To understand the “real” customer journey you need to take a higher view and
make your internal processes seem invisible - focusing solely on the customer’s needs and perceptions of
your organisation. 

2.

It’s about the Customer Experience – Not just Customer Service Customer Service is really just
delivering what the customer expected when they approached your organisation. It is required, but it is no
longer enough. Customers have become more discerning about their options and will choose organisations
that make the experience easier and more enjoyable. It is all about the “experience” - how it actually feels to
do business with you. 

3.

Value and Recognise your Staff Your employees are the most valuable asset within your organisation.
Make sure that you treat them this way. You can have the most fantastic product or service offering in your
market segment, but if you have staff who feel overworked and undervalued it will consistently degrade the
customer experience. People buy from people – make sure your staff are valued and they will value your
customers. 

4.

Understand Customer Loyalty and its long term impact Customer Satisfaction Surveys are a valuable
tool, but they are reflective. They tell you how your organisation performed in a previous opportunity. Make
sure that you understand the key drivers for Customer Loyalty. Once you know what your customers expect
from their experience with your company you can identify ways to surpass these expectations and really
differentiate your organisation from your competitors. 

5.

Learn from your mistakes Complaints are a fact of business. Things will happen which leave a customer
feeling that their expectations have not been met. Don’t just react to the individual complaint – consider the
root cause and explain your future actions to the customer who complained. This will allow them to feel that
your organisation values the views of its customers and constantly strives to improve the overall Customer
Experience.

6.

Celebrate your Successes Many organisations actively pursue continuous improvement without taking
time to celebrate the achievements of their staff or the organisation as a whole. Staff morale is a key part of
a successful organisation as it cultivates an environment which is open to new changes when the need is
identified for continued growth. Your staff will stop accepting change if they feel that their efforts aren’t
recognised.

7.
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